The Spread of Arlington as a Community Name Across the United States

BY JOHN C. O’CONOR

Over the span of nineteen decades, Arlington as a community name spread through 39 of the 50 states. The origin in name for many of these locales may be traced to the former Arlington plantation in present-day Arlington County, Virginia. That plantation, in turn, took its name from the 17th century Arlington plantation of John Custis II in Northampton County on Virginia’s Eastern Shore. That original plantation appears to have been the first use of Arlington as a place name in the United States.

Though neither plantation fits within the definition of community as used in this article, their influence on the naming of Arlington communities was significant, with the Arlington County plantation providing the most prolific basis for the naming of American communities. The Northampton plantation, named between 1670 and 1676, was home to the largest of the five brick structures erected in seventeenth century Virginia and one of the more notable figures of that era. When the colonial capitol at Jamestown was taken and burned during Bacon’s Rebellion in 1676, Custis provided Royal Governor William Berkeley with refuge at Arlington, raised forces for his defense, and aided in holding the Eastern Shore and surrounding waters, thus ensuring Berkeley’s control of the colony.

The land that became the northern Virginia Arlington Plantation was purchased in 1778 by John Parke Custis, great-great-grandson of John Custis II. During the following century, the estate became noted for its mansion’s architectural grandeur, for family ties to the Nation’s first President, strong Civil War emotions associated with General Robert E. Lee’s decision to abandon Arlington and join the Confederacy, the establishment of the Arlington National Cemetery, and an eighteen-year, highly-publicized dispute over ownership of the plantation.

Beginning in 1733 with an aspiring colonial pioneer settlement and extending through a 1925 effort to strengthen several small schools in rural Mississippi, the name Arlington has been used by 61 individual communities. Many of those communities exist today and most still use the Arlington name.

As shown in Figure 1, only five communities had adopted Arlington as their name by 1850. A sharp spike occurred in the latter half of the nineteenth
century, with 47 communities being named Arlington. Adoption of the name then declined, with only nine occurrences in the twentieth century, and all of those in the first half.

The spike in name use coincides with the most prolific period of U.S. railroad construction, the American Civil War and its aftermath, and the various influences noted above. These events and influences occurred during an era when the establishment of American communities was at a peak.

**Communities Named before the Civil War**

Ten communities had been named Arlington before the Civil War. This figure includes the five that had received their name by 1850 and an additional five that adopted the name by 1860. The basis on which three of these ten received their name is presently unknown. Of the remaining seven, the only discernible pattern in their naming is that five had a direct, or indirect, connection to England. In fact, the first two that were called Arlington honored members of the British aristocracy.

The first Arlington community, established in 1733, was named by Jonathan Belcher, colonial governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. This community was located in New Hampshire, then under the control of Massachusetts. As a means of securing support for their position and their policies, colonial governors of the day often named towns after influential aristocrats or political figures, their estates, their titles, or their children. Belcher is believed to have named the New
Hampshire community after one of the several titles held by Charles Fitzroy, whose titles included that of being the second Duke of Grafton and the third Lord Arlington. The Arlington name remained in effect until 1739 when the community was awarded full town status and renamed Winchester.

The second Arlington community, established in 1761, is believed to have been named in honor of Augustus Henry Fitzroy, the third Duke of Grafton and fourth Lord Arlington. The early history of this community was marked by competing claims of ownership by the colonies of New Hampshire, which had since become an independent colony and had granted the town, and New York. Though settled in New York’s favor, the New Hampshire settlers gave armed resistance when New York ordered them to pay substantial fees for land and refused to guarantee the settlers retention of parcels they had already cleared. Several notable skirmishes between New York and the settlers ensued before those hostilities were overshadowed by the American Revolution and the subsequent establishment of the disputed territory as the State of Vermont.

Two other Arlington communities, both established prior to the Civil War, are reported to have taken their name in commemoration of Arlington, Vermont and, thus, though perhaps not clearly in the public eye at that time, had the indirect effect of carrying forward the commemoration of Augustus Henry Fitzroy. These are Arlington, Michigan, named in 1842, and Arlington, Minnesota, named in 1858. It is presently unknown whether there may be additional Arlington communities for which the name may be traced to the Vermont community.

The remaining three communities that were named Arlington before the Civil War owe their name to many reported rationales. One, in Hancock County, Ohio, has two different explanations for its name, both of which trace a connection to England—being named for Arlington, Virginia or a town in Virginia or, alternatively, for a piece that appeared in an old hymn book. The latter explanation refers to Arlington, written by Englishman Isaac Watts in 1721. The score was composed by another Englishman, Thomas A. Arne, in 1762 and, over time, there appear to have been at least two sets of lyrics titled Arlington, either of which may have been the hymn associated with this explanation. The account reports Robert Hurd, the community’s founder, as having been very fond of the hymn and, apparently, to have used the occasion of the naming of the town to see that the hymn would be remembered.

The remaining two communities named before the Civil War demonstrate no evident connection with England. One, in Citrus County, Florida, was named after the Jacksonville area family homestead of the community’s founder. The second, in Bureau County, Illinois, was, according to recent newspaper accounts, named by influential early settler Michael Kennedy in commemora-
tion of his New York hometown. This explanation for the name might be viewed skeptically, however, because no New York communities appear to have taken the Arlington name for another half century, nor does the Vermont Arlington appear to be a viable candidate as namesake, and, thirdly, the explanation contradicts an 1877 account reporting the name to have been given by early resident James Waugh. The confusion over various details regarding the origins of the naming may extend from contradictory accounts on whether Kennedy or Waugh laid out the community.

Communities Named After the Civil War

The dates of naming the Arlington communities may be seen as falling into two periods: pre-Civil War (1735-1860) and post-Civil War (1867-1925). This fortuitous break facilitates examination of the impact of the war and the influence of the Arlington Plantation in northern Virginia, and encapsulates a time when many of the names were given in connection with the construction of railroads.

Review of the available records suggests that slightly more than forty percent of the Arlington communities named after the Civil War trace their origins to the northern Virginia plantation—regardless of whether the sympathies were northern or southern in intent and regardless of whether the available records indicate the commemoration to have been the only, or as one of two, explanations for selection of the name.

The naming of the northern Virginia plantation, in turn, began with George Washington Parke Custis, grandson of Martha Washington and adopted grandson of George, her second husband. G.W.P. Custis inherited the property from his father, John Parke Custis, and, in 1802, following the death of Martha Washington, he relocated to the largely undeveloped 1,100-acre estate. Custis initially named this estate Mount Washington, with the intent of honoring the first President. However, amid an era of proliferating properties with that same name, he apparently found decreasing distinction in the title and renamed his estate Arlington Plantation. The new name commemorated his great-great-great grandfather’s long-since abandoned Northampton plantation, which he had inherited as well. John Custis II, in turn, is believed to have named his plantation in honor of either the first Lord Arlington, born Richard Bennet, or the Custis ancestral home in Glouchestershire, England or, possibly as a pragmatic matter, in commemoration of both—with each explanation supported by intriguing rationale. For example, one of the arguments advanced in favor of the English ancestral home was Custis’ need to impress Governor Berkeley with his familial connections to Glouchestershire, since Berkeley hailed from Gloucester and showed favor to those with similar roots.

As a result of the different possibilities for the namesake of the Northampton plantation, there may, or may not, exist different etymological
roots among the various American Arlington communities. Should it ultimately be discovered that John Custis II had named his plantation solely for the family’s ancestral home, then any communities that have, or can establish, a link to the northern Virginia plantation would extend their namesake to the hamlet of Arlington in Glouchestershire. The etymology for the hamlet, which has been traced back to 1004, derives from references to an estate, farm, or manor of a man who was known as Ælfrédingtune. This derivation differs somewhat from the Old English roots associated with Lord Arlington.

Conversely, should commemoration of Lord Arlington someday prove to have been the rationale for naming the Northampton plantation, then all the Arlington communities with roots to New Hampshire, Vermont, or the Virginia plantation would have identical etymological origins. In connection with Henry Bennet, the etymology of Arlington extends from Harlington, a parish approximately 15 miles southwest of London, where Bennet’s father and grandfather had maintained a residence. On being raised to the peerage, Bennet’s choice of title was altered from Harlington to Arlington. Arlington, as with the Glouchestershire Arlington, evolved from Old English but differs somewhat in meaning. Though both refer to an estate, farm, or manor, Harlington traces its etymological association to a man known as Hygerð. Arlington Plantation became a Washington landmark from virtually the time Custis settled on the estate. The property included extensive frontage along the Potomac River, virgin woodland, and prominent hills. Atop one of these, Custis erected a mansion described as a “Greek temple” and considered “an architectural masterpiece.”

Built in stages over a decade and a half, Arlington House included a monumental portico that overlooked “almost every house in the Federal City” and was seen “to admirable advantage from Washington.” Originally within the boundaries of Washington, until the retrocession of 1846, the property has been variously referred to as Arlington heights, the heights of Arlington, and the heights of Washington — references that were carried forward in accounts explaining the rationale for the naming of several Arlington communities around the country. In the city of Washington with a population of only 4,352 in 1803 when or shortly after construction began, and 11,299 in 1817 when exterior work neared completion, the mansion projected a dominant presence.

Augmented by the lifestyle of its proprietor, the heights of Arlington enjoyed recurrent public recognition. Though Custis died in 1857, public attention surrounding the property soon escalated, beginning with Union army occupation in 1861, lawsuits over ownership, and various federal uses made of the land extending well into the early decades of the 20th century.

With such extensive publicity, even notoriety—and a division in views among Union and Confederate sympathizers over the treatment of Lee and the
estate—Arlington became a frequent source for the naming of communities, as well as businesses, churches, and other entities. Of the 51 communities that were named Arlington after the Civil War, 22 (43 percent) attribute their name to the former plantation in northern Virginia. For seventeen of these communities, commemoration of either General Lee or the national cemetery appears to have been the sole rationale for the choice of name.

For one of these seventeen, an alternative rationale has been reported but, on investigation, the explanation does not appear to be supported by available records. In this instance, Arlington, Oregon is reported as having taken its name from the middle name of a prominent resident attorney and banker whom nearly all records identify only as N. A. Cornish. Contrastingly, the name also is reported as having been proposed by Cornish in honor of the home of Robert E. Lee, with the choice apparently reflecting the wishes of former southerners living in the town. The first-noted explanation was given in later years by Cornish’s daughter, Nellie, and speaks of the community as having been named for her father’s middle name, Arlington. In 1889, Cornish left town for Seattle and ultimately moved to Alturas in Modoc County, California. He died in Alturas on August 15, 1916 and the death certificate reports his full name as Nathan Anthony Cornish. As no other documents revealing the meaning of his initials have come to light, the record would appear to lean away from Cornish’s middle name being the namesake for Arlington, Oregon.

There exist five other communities that were named Arlington after the Civil War and for which there are dual explanations for the source of the name. In each of these instances, one of the explanations is associated with the Arlington heights of Virginia, while an alternative provides a different rationale...
for the selection of the name. Among these five instances are two cases in which the community was named for Arlington, Massachusetts—thus indirectly linking to the national cemetery. For the third community, the alternate explanation reports Arlington as being a corrupted version of the given name of the wife of an early shopkeeper. In the fourth instance, when the Western Maryland Railroad built through what is now northwest Baltimore, it named the stop Arlington, and application of the station name eventually spread to the surrounding community, which had earlier been known as Hookstown, either for a dramatic bend in the road at that location or after resident farmer Jacob or John Hook.

The fifth circumstance highlights an interesting possibility of linkages among the communities in their naming. This case concerns Arlington, Oklahoma, founded in 1892. Ella Wilson, wife of one of the founders, is said to have selected the town’s name after seeing the word Arlington on a bolt of calico cloth. Intriguingly, four years earlier, a textile mill in Spartanburg County, South Carolina had renamed itself Arlington Cotton Mill and there was a similarly named concern, the Arlington Mills in Lawrence, Massachusetts, which had been operating since 1865. Unfortunately, the origins of the bolt seen by Mrs. Wilson were not recorded, leaving no evidence of which mill, if either, may have borne any connection to Mrs. Wilson’s choice of name.

With regard to the other 29 communities named after the Civil War, the available records provide little rationale for the selection of Arlington. At least four received their names from railroads, as the lines built through. The coincidental, or near coincidental, timing of railroad construction and selection of name, hints that this number might easily be doubled, but defensible evidence to increase the number has yet to surface. In other instances, plausible possibilities can be raised, such as a small community in rural Mississippi being named for the local Arlington Baptist Church, but neither documentation nor local recollection offers any grounds to establish the links.

In a foreshadowing of the Oregon circumstance, Fidler’s Mill of Upshur County, West Virginia was renamed Arlington after the community’s first postmaster, Alpheus (or Alfious) Arlington Fidler. Postal records, revealing the first postmaster to have been named William J. Fiedler, undercut at least part of this explanation. The records of later postmasters also fail to show any persons whose name would support the explanation for calling the community Arlington. However, late nineteenth Century Business Gazetteers do identify Arlington resident Alpheus A. Fidler as a carpenter and cabinet-maker and as having interests as a jeweler, in lumber manufacturing, grain, and shingle. While this individual appears to have played a role that might have been deemed worthy of local remembrance, documentation of his middle name has been elusive.
Twenty-five (41 percent) of the 61 communities held one or more names before being renamed Arlington. Twelve of the 25 had carried the surname of the founder or of a prominent early settler. Nine others (36 percent) had carried a name reflecting a prominent natural feature. The adoption of Arlington as a new name for the 25 communities occurred between 1858 and 1920. As shown in Figure 3, only one made the change before the Civil War, in 1858. Eighteen made the change in name between 1866 and 1889 (a period of frequent publicity concerning the Arlington heights of Virginia), while six changed between 1890 and 1920.

As indicated in Figure 4, documentation for making the change appears not to have surfaced in fourteen instances. For the remaining eleven, the stated reasons varied—from desiring a more refined name to easing local tensions and from avoiding confusion with communities having the same name to seeking to emphasize the community’s independence. Regardless of the reported motivation, most carried as a common undercurrent the fostering or improving of the community’s economy. The perceived inelegance of early names, adopted without consideration to the image they might project as the Nation became industrialized, would appear to have been the catalyst for some of the changes. Such motivation may have been cause for some local disagreement and, consequently, not always publicly acknowledged.

Elaborating on the reasons for making each of these changes lies beyond the scope of this discussion, but inclusion of a few examples offers some flavor for issues of the day. Arlington, Massachusetts, originally known as Menetomy and later as West Cambridge, dropped the latter name to demonstrate the community’s municipal and political distinction from the more conservative and pro-British Cambridge. The community selected a name whose initial letter was at the start of the alphabet, so as to maximize the town’s influence in
the state’s electoral process, which, at that time, used an alphabetical roll call to report votes. Arlington, honoring the cemetery, was selected over another early-alphabet contender, Appleton, in 1867.

Alkali, Oregon was named for a nearby river flat. The town became temporary seat of the newly formed Gilliam County that was split off from Wasco County in 1885. Hoping to become the permanent seat, and believing that the name Alkali was not suitable for a growing community, the citizenry renamed their town Arlington.

Conversely, six of the 61 communities deliberately changed their names from Arlington, including two that were among the 25 that had changed an even earlier name to Arlington. Arlington, South Carolina, discussed above in connection with Mrs. Wilson’s observation of a bolt of cloth, became known as Apalache no later that 1921, following further renaming of the local textile mill. Three others changed their names in connection with railroad activity. One of these three was the former Arlington of Mesa County, Colorado. Named Jones for 53 days, the community was then known as Arlington for 14½ months, and subsequently called Bridgeport, with that change apparently associated with the build-through of the Gunnison Division of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad in 1884. This last change provided an opportunity for Arlington to become the name of another Colorado community, this one in Kiowa County, in 1887. In the fifth instance, a community in Franklin

Figure 4. Reasons for Changing Name to Arlington (25 Communities)
County, Ohio named itself Arlington Heights in 1905, when it detached itself from the hamlet of Marble Cliff. The hamlet dissolved in 1908, whereupon Arlington Heights successfully petitioned to take the Marble Cliff name, citing as its reason confusion in the delivery of mail. The sixth community that changed from Arlington was in Kidder County, North Dakota. Reversing the more usual pattern of replacing the names of founders or natural features with Arlington, the township displaced Arlington in favor of Atwood to honor the township’s first settler.

**Railroad, Highway and Land Promotion Influences**

The construction of rail appears to have had no effect on six of the 61 communities. Those six exceptions occurred either because the communities had ceased to exist or because rail was never built close to those areas. From 1846 through 1913, railroads built through or near the other 55 communities, or, in a few instances, by-passed them entirely.

The consequences of success or failure in securing a rail line generally meant the difference between a robust or dispirited, or even a failed, economy—and was cause for the survival or loss of several Arlington communities. Many of them competed to attract rail and secure lower prices on incoming goods and expanded markets for their produce, livestock and manufactures. Most offered arrangements—such as the sale or gift of land and rights-of-way, the purchase of bonds, controlling ownership in specially tailored corporations, or the occasional unpublicized inducement—all with the single aim of persuading the railroads to build through and place a stop in their locales. If by-passed, a community might build a small connecting line. This was the approach taken by West Cambridge (later Arlington), Massachusetts. The town built a six-and-one-half-mile connecting railway in 1846, propelling a population boom and helping secure the community’s status as a noted East Coast center for garden produce.

After failing to convince the Dubuque & Pacific Railroad to build through in the mid-1850s, Brush Creek, in Fayette County, Iowa (a future Arlington) endured a decade of slow growth. When construction of the Davenport & St. Paul Railroad offered another opportunity in the late 1860s, the community purchased $10,000 in company stock to help secure a line through town. As plans firmed, the local business community doubled in size and when train service began most of the businesses in neighboring Taylorsville relocated to Brush Creek. Even the St. Cloud Hotel, while still housing boarders, moved the two-and-one-half miles over a fortnight.

Conversely, Arlington in Montgomery County, Iowa was short-lived because rail went elsewhere. The community was platted in 1854 along the trans-
state rail route surveyed in 1853 by the respected Colonel Hebard. When the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy built through, in 1869, the line made its only significant detour in the state to pass south of Arlington. The change increased both the length of the line and construction costs without any topographic benefit. The re-routing, however, brought rail through land owned by the Burlington Town Lot Company, thereby ensuring the brisk and profitable sale of company lots. Arlington, in contrast, became a cornfield.

The economic benefits brought by rail were not always enduring, as might be seen in the circumstance of Little Piney, Missouri. In the mid-1860s, the town renamed itself Arlington and enjoyed brisk commerce while being the terminus for the insolvent South West Pacific Railroad. Dreams of becoming a major city crumbled when rail resumed westward construction. The 1920s and 1930s brought a temporary reprieve when Arlington became “an outfitting point for fishermen” and captured travel business along the newly built Route 66. The local economy was undercut by conversion of the highway to Interstate 44 when Arlington was left without convenient egress. The town was offered for sale in the 1970s and again in the 1980s and, by 2002, had become little more than a house, a couple of storefronts, and a campground.

A similar experience befell Arlington, Oklahoma. On being bypassed in 1902 by the Fort Smith and Western Railroad, many of the community’s commercial and professional businesses moved five miles south to Prague. A second blow came several decades later when construction of State Highway 99 relocated traffic one mile to the east. Among the smaller of the Arlington communities, the roads in this town were still dirt at the outset of the 21st century.

The histories of eleven of the Arlington communities show that real estate exercised significant influence on adoption of the Arlington name, always with the aim of benefiting sales. In two cases, development corporations carried Arlington in their titles and that carried over to the communities they founded. The Arlington Homestead Corporation, incorporated in 1867, founded the village of Arlington, which is now part of Kearny in Hudson County, New Jersey. The Arlington Bluff Association, organized in 1873, established a resort community that, in turn, fostered development of the village of Arlington in Duval County, Florida. The area known under that name has since expanded greatly and presently applies to a major section of the city of Jacksonville.

In several instances, real estate promoters found an original name unsatisfactory. In South Dakota, for example, railroad surveyors had originally named Arlington, South Dakota as Nordlund. The railroad’s Western Town Lot Company later rejected the name for fear it suggested a Norwegian settlement and would limit growth. The name was changed to Denver in 1884, but found to
be potentially confusing for postal purposes with the Colorado city,75 thus it was changed again, to Arlington, in 1885. The name changes occurred so rapidly that for a time all three were in use—Nordlund for the town, Denver for the railroad, and Arlington for the post office.76

An effort to overcome a negative reputation is reflected in the history of the former village of Arlington, now a section of Riverside, California. Originally named Sayward, after a co-principal in the Riverside Land and Irrigating Company, the village lay at the south end of the company’s holdings. Over the course of several years, sales in the north section proceeded satisfactorily, while the lower end stagnated. Sayward’s character—described as “conceited, ignorant and lecherous ... slippery ... careless of the truth and uncertain generally”77—was apparently the cause. Sayward sold out and, without delay, the name of both village and that portion of the tract were changed to Arlington and announced in a local paper by the remaining partner.78

**Post Office Influence**

As a result of a long-standing policy that post offices have a unique name within their respective states, the Post Office Department exercised an influence on the spread of Arlington as a community name. The impact of this policy cannot be fully ascertained. In practice, however, the policy has led both to decreases and increases in the use of Arlington as a community name.

To illustrate, Arlington in Citrus County, Florida is reported to have changed its name in 1871 to Eau Gallie because there was already an Arlington post office in the state.79 Employing a different solution to the same problem, two communities (in Cook County, Illinois80 and Hamilton County, Ohio81) merely appended the word *Heights* to their intended names to provide requisite differentiation from pre-existing Arlington post offices within those states.

The histories of the Arlington communities in Rush County, Indiana and Wayne County, Pennsylvania illustrate that the policy also resulted in increased use of the name. Both communities had sought to establish post offices under names that were already in use as post offices within their states. Both, consequently, opted to take Arlington as their name. For the Wayne County Arlington, which had originally been known as Rollinsville or Rollinstown,82 the first choice had been East Salem, but that name was already in use in Pennsylvania’s Juniata County.83

The Rush County instance reveals that the policy could generate an initial effect and, after the passage of nearly four decades, produce secondary results. The community, which was laid out in 1832, originally had been called Burlington. Six years later, the community renamed itself Beech Grove because there was a Burlington post office elsewhere in the state.84 That change appears to have been made solely for postal purposes, since, approximately
three decades afterwards, the town had continued to report on postal forms that the post office was Beech Grove but the community's local name was Burlington. Eventually the town appeared to have tired of the duality for it took the name Arlington in 1875.

**Seventeen Exclusions**

Numerous places, excluded under the definition of community used here, have carried the Arlington name. Seventeen of these instances, initially identified as prospective communities prior to their exclusion, reveal heavy emphasis on having been small railway stops or housing subdivisions. One of the seventeen, listed in the 1892 *Connecticut Manual,* is believed to have been a misprint for Abingdon, which was described in the late 1930s, as "old houses grouped about a crossroad."

The basis for the naming of five of the remaining sixteen appears to extend from their proximity to one of the 61 Arlington communities. The names of two extend, directly or indirectly, from use of Arlington in connection with specific privately owned properties. In the first instance, a small neighborhood, known as Arlington Park, was developed on land that, in the late 19th century, had been owned by a Methodist group known as the Arlington Camp Meeting Association. A local stop, called Arlington, was added to the Pittsburgh and Southern Railroad to serve the association. Eventually, both the association and the railroad closed, but not before a small collection of homes assumed the name. The Arlington Park neighborhood, in Mt. Lebanon Township, survives at the outset of the 21st century as, at most, a few dozen residents, comprising primarily carpenter Gothic homes and some Victorian summer cottages.

A second instance of adoption from local application began with a small farm that occupied land now in the City of Hopewell in east central Virginia. The farm, owned by the Gilliam family from 1664 to 1917-18, had been called Arlington by at least 1814. The source for the naming is unknown, though there may be an English connection as the earliest Virginia generation of the Gilliam family had made a practice of naming local features after well-known places in London.

Though appropriated by the Army in 1917 or 1918, the farm gave rise to the name of a major northwest-to-southeasterly municipal thoroughfare known as Arlington Road. Redevelopment since caused the disappearance of the northwest portion of that road, which had run by the farm. Much of the southeastern section remains in use and became the basis for the naming of Arlington Heights, a mid-twentieth century public housing development that has since been demolished. The Arlington Heights name remains, encompassing approximately three acres with three houses and a church. Arlington has also become a generic reference to an approximate two-square mile residential area in southeast Hopewell.
The rationale for the naming of the remaining nine excluded places is not evident from the record. Two patterns emerge, however, in the overall application of names to the full group of exceptions. First, each of the four places named directly by, or in connection with a railroad, was called *Arlington*, without any modifier. In contrast, those places associated with the development of sub-divisions carried names with either preceding or following modifiers, such as *Heights*, *East*, or *Park*. As a second pattern, the majority of names with modifiers were adopted in the early years of the 20th century, while most, though not all, of the railway Arlington names were given by the close of the 19th century.

**At the Outset of the 21st Century**

The pattern of decreased use of Arlington as a community name appears to reflect two general trends. The first trend has been the growth of cities and the consequent expansion in their boundaries. The second has been decreases in the populations in many rural areas.

Loss of the Arlington name has occurred among eighteen of the 61 communities. As may be seen in Figure 5, five of the Arlington communities were abandoned (three in the 19th century and two in the 20th) and seven others made a deliberate change in name (one in the 18th century, three in the 19th century
and three in the 20th). Six additional communities lost their Arlington identity through absorption (one in the 19th century and five in the 20th). Also at the outset of the 21st century, three other communities were far along in the process of being absorbed as sections of the larger cities in which they are located—with likely loss of their names in future years, as dynamic demographic, political, and structural patterns shift within those cities.

With regard to the 40 Arlington communities not discussed in the context of Figure 5, sixteen are small and in rural locations. At the outset of the 21st century, seven have populations of less than 100 and the other nine have less than 1,000 residents. Four or five of the seven smallest seem likely to disappear as communities within the next several decades as the numbers of residents have been decreasing and there is little sign of local economic impetus. Retention of the Arlington name among the nine somewhat larger communities appears more favorable. Several of those communities have experienced recent increases in population and, for the most part, are located in areas with greater economic activity. With respect to the remaining 24 Arlington communities, there is no apparent prospect for loss of name and identity.

This article, which extends from the author’s research into whether there was an Arlington community in every State, owes a considerable debt to numerous librarians, historical society volunteers, academicians and authors, as well as residents living in or near many of the Arlington communities. With special thanks to Lynn Kristianson and James Chang of the Interlibrary Loan Staff of the Arlington County Library for their extraordinary resourcefulness in securing materials whose existence sometimes appeared to be mythical.
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